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HIGHLIGHTS

The Chairperson acknowledged the presence of the five (5) shortlisted bidders and its
respective representative/s.
The Chairperson reiterated that this is an opportunity for all the shortlisted bidders to clarifo
specific sections of the bidding documents and to be apprised of the changes or updates in
the requirement of the procurement at hand. However, it should be noted that any statement
made during this Pre-Bid Conference would not modiry the terms of the bidding documents
unless such statement is reflected in a bid bulletin.

The Secretariat presented the revised timeline for this procurement.
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Bidders Presentation 10&11August2020
Opening of Financial

Envelope
14 August 2020

a As reflected on the table, the last issuance of bid bulletin would be on 24 July 2020. As to the
Bidders Presentation scheduled on 10 & I 1 August 2020, bidders will be notified in writing if
there is a need for them to explain their proposal.

TWG presented the clarification on cloud hybrid solutions:

Procurement of Cloud Service Provider

1. As specified in Bid Bulletin No.S," the PSA is requiring the Sl to propose a solution using
a hybrid cloud system architecture' and that "all in-scope core and support applications
must be on Philippine government cloud."

2. The Sl is expected to include in their proposal the design including cloud security and
detailed requirements including cloud SLA for the cloud service provider. ln making the
design, the PSA strongly recommends the use of components commonly available in
hyperscale cloud service providers such as AWS and Azure.

3. The PSA will procure the cloud services directly from a cloud service provider which will
be made available for the use of Sl sixty (60) days after rece,pf thereof by the successful
bidder ot the NTP. Any cloud services required before this date (i.e. for development
and testing) shall be the responsibility of the winning Sl bidder.

Components Deployed on the Cloud

Cloud Security

Cloud SLA

ln order to achieve its SLA, the SI should include in its design its required SLAs, including
monthly uptime for the CSP. The Sl should ensure that these SLAs are available in industry
standard CSP contracts. Given this cloud SLA, the Sl's service as specified in Annex G of
the Sl Terms of Reference, is retained.

The bidders were given the opportunity to raise their respective concerns

A" ffi
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As specified in Bid Bulletin No.S, "all in-scope core and support applications must be on
Philippine government cloud while database, data storage, and hardware security module
must be on-premise. ABIS infrastructure, which is provided by the BioSP and is out of
the scope for the Sl tender, will also be on-premise."

The Sl shall be responsible for the overall security design of the PhilSys ICT infrastructure.
They are expected to leverage on the security features commonly provided by the CSP.
Cloud security is a shared responsibility of the Sl and CSP.
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Bidder/s Qrreries Resporses from the BAC|TWG

Bernard Yu
UP Consortium The PSA will procure this

cloud infrastructure and
made available to the Sl for
them to implement the
proposed solution. So, we
will not take that into
consideration for our
proposal, is that correct?

The recommendation on
what will be bought from the
cloud vendor will come from
the winning Sl, is that the
assumption here?

Follow up question, is this
more of an aspirational
requirement of PSA than
actually requirement to be
delivered in ninety (90)
days? The bidder's objective
is to be able to register
citizens on the g0th day
trying to implement the
technical architecture that is
probably still new and needs
to be tested.

Yes, that is correct. As part of the
biddeds proposal, we expect to
have the design and detailed
requirements for cloud services to
be procured from a cloud service
provider.

PSA also strongly recommends in
making the design, the bidder use
components commonly available
from a hyperscale cloud service
provider such A\A/S and Azure.

On the point of who will procure
and pay for this cloud services, it is
indicated in ltem no. 3. - PSA will
procure this, based on the design
from the winning bidder, but kindly
take note that the cloud services
are contemplated to be available
only after sixty (60) days from
issuance the receipt thereof by the
successful bidder of the NTP to the
Sl. Any cloud services required
before this date shall be the
responsibility of the winning bidder
and any cost for that should be
included as part of the proposal.

The Secretariat answered that the
BAC noted these concems raised
by UP Consortium
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Ankush Deshpande
NSDL

1) Wll the ABC be
increased considering
there is change in the
scope now?

2) Considering huge
quantity of hardware, is
PSA considering to
procure hardware
directly or can PSA at
least give common
specifications for
hardware so that all the
Sls are on the same
platform while quoting
the price

No. Therewill be no changes in the
ABC

TWG answered that this query
was already addressed before as
part of the Q and A and Bid Bulletin
No. 6 released on 09 July 2020.

Raghunandan
Gopalakrishna
TechnoBrain

From Day 1, will there be a
clarification given to the Sl
for the cloud service
provider (that PSA will
procure)?

Concern on the compatibility
ofthe proposed solution and
the cloud service provider
once it has been procured
and made available to Sl

'ln making the design, the
PSA strongly recommends
that the Sl use components
commonly available from
hyperscale cloud service
providers such as AWS and
Azure."
ln the previous bid bulletin
Q and A, it was indicated
that the government cloud
will only offer infrastructure
as a service. ln here you are
saying that the commonly
available from hyperscale
cloud service providers.

TWG answered that they cannot
commit to that but PSA will
endeavor to inform the winning
bidder, as soon as possible, once
the agency confirmed the cloud
service provider.

For the Sl, TWG humbly requestsl
recommends that component that
is commonly available (i.e A\ /S
and Azure) be considered in
making the design. Outside of
these two options, justification
shall be required.

TWG answered that the PSA will
endeavor to determine the cloud
service provider as soon as
possible

The PSA is retaining the
requirement on the Sl providing
the software. So, it does not
contemplate using platform
softrvare from any of this cloud
service provider. Rather, we
expect that the design will be
limited to using infrastructure
including network and security
components.

This is to replace the requirement
for hardware on the original terms
of reference.
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Does that mean to say that
Sl has to select certain
development services; is
this the direction you're
advising us?

Atty. Marie
Panganiban
UP Consortium

Clarification re: FPF 3; only
indicates Remuneration,
Reimbursables, and
Miscellaneous Expenses
underprice components per
activity. However, aside
from these, there are also
hardware and software
applications to be delivered
per stage/milestone in the
Payment Schedule/ ltem lV
Breakdown of Contract
Price in Section Vlll
(Appendices). Hardware
and software cost are also
listed in FPF 2 Summary of
costs. Should the bidders no
longer include the cost of
hardware and applications
per activity in FPF 3? Or
may we alter FPF 3
accordingly to be able to
match FPF 2 and list costs of
deliverable hardware and
applications?

Given the change in the
deadline of submission of
bids, will the bid validity
period also change, or will it
remain on 19 November
2020?

TWG answered that they do not
expect any change in any of the
financial forms. With respect to
details of cost of hardware and
software application, this will be
retained considering that the
database will continue to be on
premise.

ln the financial forms, if there are
any cloud services to be procured
by the Sl before the 60 days, then
that is the only modification of the
flnancial form.

The Secretariat answered there
will be some adjustments on the
bid validity period because it will
be counted from the opening of the
submission. This will be included
in the Bid Bulletin that will be
issued on 24 Julv 2020.

Raghunandan
Gopalakrishna
TechnoBrain

Sl should consider
infrastructures service and
consume any network and
security services for a cloud
service provider. ls that how
we should understand it?

TWG confirmed that the update of
this requirement that on-premise
for support application will already
be lodged in the public cloud so we
expect that the design and detailed
requirements will be provided as
part of Sl proposal

Clarification of FPF 3
Remuneration,
Reimbursables, and
Miscellaneous Expenses
but the hardware and

The Secretariat took note of the
biddef s question/concem; and
advised that this will be addressed
in the Bid Bulletin
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software are not listed in the
form that was given.

Earlier, the T\ /G clarified
that we should retain the
hardware and software cost,
so does that mean that they
will insert hardware and
software in the enumeration
in FPF 3?

We are trying to understand
the purpose ofthe FPF 3. ls
there a link between FPF 2
and FPF3 - Breakdown of
price per activity - should we
break it down so that the
total of this is the total bid
amount, is that what is PSA
trying to achieve here?
Will PSA bearthe cost of the
operating system?

Orchestration layer,
monitoring components - all
of them are available by the
hyperscale components?

Yes

ln terms of the software up to the
operating systems layer - PSA will
shoulder that. Anything beyond
that, shall be the responsibility of
the Sl.

Kishore Sudra
NSDL

ls the cloud service provider
also providing the security
components like application
firewall? Should it also be
covered by the cloud service
provider? They will provide
this particular solution or
procure this from our side?

TWG confirmed that the security
components which are available
should be part of the cloud service
provider

Considering hardware on-premise
- security component provisions
will be retained. This is the
responsibility of Sl.

Edwardo Jimenez
Unison Computer
Systems

'1. How about if we require
more bandwidth for the
PDC and SDC for the
Sync Replication
example 10GB
connection with smins
turnaround time?

2. Can we use a non-HA
router for the Fixed
Registration Centers
(FRC)?

TWG answered that this will be the
responsibility of the PSA but still
subject to validation of government
agency on the particular
requirement of the PSA

TWG answered that for this
registration centers, reliability is a
requirement. On conneclivity, this
will be provided by the PSA.
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TWG affirmed, as long as itwill not
compromise the security and
operational connectivity of the
whole system.

Richard Laubinger
Unison Computer
System

So, on ltem No. 2, you allow
Amazon but in ltem No. 'l

means your applications
must be on Philippine
govemment cloud. Please
clariry, for example, Amazon
allows you to use
containers. Does that mean
you need Amazon to be
setup in Philippine
government cloud?

Roy Orpiano
AMTI

ln case there is a need to
have a cloud environment
before Day 60, will this cost
be included in the totial cost
of the bid? ln my question, I

am assuming that Sl will
establish the Cloud
environment it needs to start
development work (before
Day 60).

Yes, to be included in the total cost
of the proposal

Raghunandan
Gopalakrishna
Techno Brain

We understand it clearly that
it would be the responsibility
of the Sl to set up the cloud
environment (Day 60) but I

assume that there be
guidance and restriction on
where and how this cloud be
set.

Yes, the provisions for this are
establlshed in the bidding
document. lt will be further clarified
in the bid bulletin.

Richard Laubinger
Unison Computer
System

What if there are other
vendors who are suppliers
of cloud services like Threat
lntel, Security updates and
Patch Management. Vfiat if
it is not Azure and Amazon?
Can we use other cloud
serviees?

The Secretariat said that this was
elaboraled earlier. Other than
A\ /S and Azure, if bidders
propose a cloud service provider
other than this two, then they need
to justify such solution

TWG also added that PSA intends
to contract from one party.

The Secretariat reiterated that
PSA is strongly recommending for
the Sl to use components that are
commonly available such as A\NS
and Azure.

A PSA Complex, East Avenue, Diliman, Quezon Cily, Philippines 11Ol
Telephone: (632) 8938-5267
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3. How about the on-
premise management
platform, can we place it
on the cloud?

TWG answered that the PSA
intends to procure the service in
accordance with the Philippine
govemment cloud
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Richard Laubinger
Unison Computer
System

The BIAS and data
lake/data warehouse
normally need to be located
together. Can the bidder
place these either in the
Cloud "of in the data
centers?

ls it okay to include other
WAF cloud servi@s on
public cloud

The Secretariat noted the biddeis
question; and advised that this will
be addressed in the Bid Bulletin

TWG answered that PSA intends
to contract one cloud service
provider.

Bernard Yu
UP Consortium

What is not being realized
here is that it is not just a
simple provision on the
cloud.

Our role as Sl is to advise
the PSA what are the
security and performance
concern in trying to
implement systems like this.
So, we have to make sure to
runs well, the performance
is good but the security is
not compromise. That is
really the job of the Sl.
Giving the PSA some advice
on how to implement MOSIP
and non-MOSIP in an ideal
environment.

ln order to protect the data,
we have to propose an on-
premise cloud. And that will
cost additional money for us.
However, PSA is proposing
for all the resources to be on
cloud and that is risky. We
still need to have an on-
premise back-up.

We humbly request for the
PSA to consider other
altemative for the hybrid
cloud - such as, for
example, to put MOSIP on
premise and the non-MOSIP
on cloud, etc.

The Secretariat noted the bidder's
suggestion

TWG said that, if the performance
will be compromised because of
the requirements to implement the
hybrid architecture, PSA will be
open to implement the database
on the cloud rather than on-
premise and work to$/ards
implementing hybrid set up.

The objective is to ensure that the
start of registration will be in
November.

Kar Wong
AMTI

Wll the connection to the
cloud -be via lnternet, or
through A\ lS Direct

TWG answered that PSA will be
open to all these options.
However, the bidder would have to
justify if their proposal regardinq

A PSA Complex, East Avenue, Oiliman, Quezon City, Philippines 1 101
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"Connect or Azure Express
Route?

rcs May we ask if bidders can
still send questions after this
pre bid?

No, the last Bid Bulletin will be
issued on Friday, 24 July 2020.

On latency between cloud
and on-premise submission,
ls the responsibility with the
sr.

The Technical Working Group
answered that the PSA will not be
charged with any breaches on the
SLA.

Roy ofAMTI No. The Technical Working Group
answered that the duration of the
contract is for 5 years.

The Secretariat also cleared that
there is no such partitioning of the
contracts.

rcs Can PSA provide the exact
location of the SOCNOC or
at least a blueprint of the
area?

TWG answered that it will be
located in PSA Complex East
Ave., Quezon City, Metro Manila.

Richard
Unison
System

Laubinger
Computer

\Mlat is the security
componenvs that the cloud
provider will provide or will
PSA subscribe this
component as part of the
service? This to avoid
duplication of security
solutions.

TWG answered that the Sl will
provide the design for the cloud
solutions; then PSA will use that
design to procure the cloud service
provider.

Regarding cloud security, Sl is
expected to be in charge of the
overall security design and
implementation. Sl is also
expected to collaborate with the
csP.

Kar Wong AMTI Are the bidders required to
provision capacity for bring
up the applications in (any of
the) data centers should
both Cloud environments
fafi?

TWG answered that in as far as
provision, yes.

For hardware requirement, this
application has to be on cloud.

Richard Laubinger Can you consider PSA not
just a
single cloud vendor? A\ /S
and Azure are just on laaS
and PaaS or SaaS. security
is not their forte

TWG reiterated that the intent of
PSA is to procure a single cloud
provider

Edwardo Jimenez How will the mobile
Android devices be
connected to the
systems in the Data

1 TWG answered that this is out of
scope for the Sl.

A ffi
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connection is not through the
determined choices.

Re Call Center, will PSA
consider having Sl catei
Year 1-3 and PSA will
handle directly for Years 4-
5? Same question for lT
Helpdesk?
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Center / cloud provider?

Ils it going to be LTE or
could the tablets be
carried onto the FRC and
the FRC to cloud)

2. Can we put the NOC
and SOC platform /
software in the cloud?

3. \Mro will bear the cost of
the Connection from the
PDC, SDC and DR to
the cloud provider?

4. Will the non-HA
applicable also for TSP
and DSWD routers?

To clarify the 4000 tablets will be
connected to the PSA services
and not to the one the Sl will be
provided. However, the Sl will only
develop the pre-registration
systems which will eventually be
connected to these tablets but the
LTE and connectivity is not part of
your scope.

Yes

PSA will bear the cost for this
connection.

TWG answered that there is a
reliability requirement as part of
the TOR.

Roy
AMTI

Wth regard to the
consumables, is the Sl
responsible to supply printer
papers, inks, etc.

Yes. lf it is part of Sl solution

Josefino Paloma
AMTI

ln the previous SBB, you
mentioned that there are
5000 registration kits and
4,000 mobile devices. Just
for clarity, should Sl provide
anti-virus licenses for all
5000 registrations kits and
4000 mobile devices? It is
our understanding that the
previous winner (registration
kits) already provided the
antivirus licenses.

This is out of the scope of the Sl

Ranjana We are assuming for FPF 4,
5 & 6, cost is required per
activity (for e.g. if there are
1 0 activities, cost is required
for each of the 1 0 activities).
Please confirm if my
understanding is correct?

The Secretariat mentioned that
this is related to the question
raised earlier regarding the
financial proposal form. This will
be clarified in the bid bulletin

Can you at
dimensions

least provide
of the

TWG said that the area would be
around 20sqm to 30sqm for the
SOC/NOC.
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SOCiNOC location for us to
consider in the design?

Clarification on the
NOC/SOC requirement -

Network Operation Center
(NOC)i Security Operations
Centers (SOC) hardware
and people need to be
on-premise but the
application needs to be on
cloud.

Amit Paul NSDL ln TPF 7, we are providing
time schedule (person
Months) lor each key expert,
do we have to provide Time
schedule for all non-key
experts who will be part of
Philsys project. Please
clarif,.

Yes, you should include this in
your proposal.

Sujeet Suryawanshi
NSDL

How many devices should
be managed by device
management solution?

TWG answered that a minimum of
5,000 units conespond to the
registration kits. However, the
number could still go up because
PSA is now considering going into
a contract arrangement with a
registration service provider.

Sujeet Suryawanshi
NSDL

Where should the services
cost be specified? FPF 2?

We will take note of this as this was
related to the financial forms as
well as the breakdown activity
basis discussed earlier.

NSDL Wll there be adjustment to
the timeline (Go-live)?

We will address this in the next bid
bulletin

Kar Wong How many email addresses
or mailboxes should be
provided as part of the email
server?

We will adc,ress this in the next bid
bulletin

Edwardo Jimenez
Unison Computer
Systems, lnc.

Yes

PSA will inform the Sl once the
cloud service provider has been
procured.

Bala R Kindly clariry who provides
the authentication devices to
the RPs?

PSA will provide this

A PSA Complex, Easl Avenue, Diliman, Quezon Cily, Philippines 1101
Telephone: (632) 8938-5267
www.psa.gov.phffi

Bernard Yu TWG answered that the
application will be posted in the
cloud and the hardware that needs
to be on-premise would have
to be included as part of the Sl
proposal.

Sl should provide the
Router, Firewall and
Switch?

How many TSP will be
deployed?
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Ashish Chafterjee
Techno Brain

Please share the Format /
Templates for mentioning
Bill of Material from Cloud
Service Providers

Particular Template
CSP.

for

Vvhat is the size of the link
with the provider cloud?

This template will be included in
the Bid Bulletin No. 6

This is noted.

TWG answered that our DICT
partner will actually determine the
maximum size, it will be upgraded
as needed/ as necessary.
We don't want to commit e.g. a
dedicated lcb data link with a
traffic that is not needed this time.
It will be upgraded depending on
the demand utilization of the traffic

rcs Page 18'1,8. 1.1 Component
Specifications
g. The Sl shall obtain a
certification from the OEM
that the quoted products are
not End of Support (EoS)
and not End of Life (EoL).
*1Nill you allow certificate
coming from the
distributors?

No.

Bernard Yu Just to put my humble
request in writing: May we
respectfully request the
winning Sl to make the
proper recommendation on
how to implement in the
most efficient and effective
way the hybrid cloud
environment based on more
robust testing considering
factors like performance,
security as well as best
practices. Please allow this
final recommendation to be
made after acceptance of
Version 2. This assumes the
Sl will use on-premise
architecture up to Version 2
acceptance

This is noted

Roy Orpiano - AMTI It was mentioned earlier that
PSA will be open to put the
databases, storage together
with the application in the
cloud if the latency between
the cloud and on-premise

No, this will not violate Data
Sovereignty.
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Having no other queries, the BAC Chairperson adjourned the meeting.
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